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Design of a Robust Radio Frequency Fingerprint
Identification Scheme for Multi-Mode LFM Radar

Yuexiu Xing, Aiqun Hu, Junqing Zhang, Jiabao Yu, Guyue Li, and Ting Wang

Abstract—Radar is an indispensable part of the Internet of
Things (IoT). Specific emitter identification is essential to identify
the legitimate radars and, more importantly, to reject the mali-
cious radars. Conventional methods rely on pulse parameters that
are not capable to identify the specific emitter as two radars may
have the same configuration or a malicious radar can perform
spoofing attacks. Radio frequency fingerprint (RFF) is the unique
and intrinsic hardware characteristic of devices resulted from
hardware imperfection, which can be used as the device identity.
This paper proposes a robust and reliable radar identification
scheme based on the RFF, taking linear frequency modulation
(LFM) radar as a case study. This scheme first classifies the
operation mode of the pulses, then eliminates the noise effect,
and finally identifies the radar emitters based on the transient
and modulation-based RFF features. Experimental results verify
the effectiveness of our radar identification scheme among three
real LFM radars (same model) operating at four modes, each
mode with 2,000 pulses from each radar. The identification rates
of the four modes are all higher than 90% when the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) is about 5 dB. In addition, mode 3 achieves
almost 100% identification accuracy even when the SNR is as
low as -10 dB.

Index Terms—Radio frequency fingerprint, multi-mode radar,
linear frequency modulation, denoising, radar identification

I. INTRODUCTION

RADAR is widely used for object detection and naviga-
tion [1]. It is an indispensable part of the Internet of
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Things (IoT). Radar has intrigued many exciting applications
such as motion compensation and autonomous navigation for
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) [2], hand gesture recogni-
tion [3], vehicle positioning [4], human sense system [5]–[7].
Same as other IoT techniques, the radar emitter identification
is essential against replay, man-in-the-middle (MITM), denial
of service (DoS), IP or MAC spoofing [8]–[12]. Classic radar
identification schemes classify radars by pulse parameters,
such as repetition intervals [13]. However, radar systems can
typically exhibit very similar electromagnetic characteristics,
especially under the same configuration [14]. Thus, pulse
parameters are usually not sufficient to identify a specific
emitter and anti-spoofing. Therefore, a robust radar emitters
identification technique is strongly required.

Radio frequency fingerprint (RFF) identification is an
emerging device identification solution, which leverages the
hardware imperfections resulting from the manufacturing pro-
cess [15]. The expression of RFF features is slight distortions
of the transmitted signal, such as inphase/quadrature (I/Q) mis-
match, which is unique and difficult to tamper with [16]. Radar
emitters also have inevitable hardware imperfections, hence
RFF identification can be a potential solution for classifying
radar emitters. There are three particular design considerations
when RFF is applied for radar emitters identification, namely
the effects of modulation parameters on the RFF, the low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) situations of radar applications,
and the RFF feature extraction method of the radar pulse.

RFF extraction will be directly affected by the modulation
configurations [17]–[20]. The signal bandwidth has been found
to have a significant impact on the identification perfor-
mance [19], [20]. For example, Andrews et al. configured 53
universal software radio peripheral (USRP) platforms with 11
bandwidths and demonstrated the RFF feature spaces were to-
tally different [19]. Radar can operate at different modes with
various carrier frequencies and bandwidths. D’Agostino et al.
explored the identification of real radar in three modes with
different carrier frequencies [17], [18]. Their results showed
that the RFF features were not robust with respect to the
radar mode. It is thus necessary to classify the input radar
pulses into different sets based on modulation parameters
before extracting the RFF features. However, a practical radar
mode classification algorithm is currently missing in RFF-
based radar identification approaches.

Low received SNR is quite common in many radar appli-
cations, such as satellite remote sensing and vehicle radars.
Noise will greatly reduce the identification accuracy [21]–[23].
Hence, noise reduction without impacting the RFF features is
demanding, which has been investigated in [24]–[28]. Xing et
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al. proposed an information data estimation-based stacking
algorithm, which leverages the repeated sequences and stacks
them together to reduce the noise [26]. Similarly, the optimized
coherent integration based denoising algorithm in [27] also
improved SNR by adding and integrating multiple signals.
However, both methods rely on multiple repetitive signals,
which is not suitable for the radar identification that uses single
pulse. Yu et al. designed a denoising autoencoder-based model
for extracting deep features of the signal [28]. The model
requires a clean data-set corresponding to the training set,
which is difficult to obtain. A novel denoising algorithm for
RFF-based radar identification is thus urgently needed, which
should be performed in one pulse and not require any extra
information.

RFF can be extracted from the transient signals (transient-
based RFF) and/or the steady-state signals (modulation-based
RFF) [29]. First of all, transient signals and steady-state signals
are readily available in radar systems. In addition, the radar
equipment is high-sensitivity, which means it is sufficient
to capture transient signals [22], [30]. Therefore, a hybrid
RFF identification method including both transient-based RFF
and modulation-based RFF for radar can be designed, which
should be superior to use only one kind of RFF feature.

In summary, RFF identification for radar operating at multi-
mode and low SNR conditions is challenging. Linear fre-
quency modulation (LFM)-based radar is widely used because
of its excellent detection capability, range resolution and rela-
tively simple hardware architecture [31], [32]. This paper takes
the LFM radar as an example to investigate these challenges.
The main contributions are summarized as follows.

• We design a dynamic and self-refining classification
(DRC) algorithm for radar operation mode classification.
This algorithm can dynamically establish and update op-
eration mode library, and clear the interference pulses by
periodically refining the library. The results show that the
algorithm has excellent pulse classification performance
and interference pulse removal ability.

• Inspired by the classical three parameter sine wave curve-
fit algorithm [33], we propose a piecewise curve fitting
based denoising (PCFD) algorithm for noise suppression.
It preserves RFF information effectively while reduces
the noise dramatically. This algorithm brings 50% iden-
tification accuracy improvement when the SNR is -5 dB.

• We propose a hybrid RFF identification method, which
can extract both transient-based and modulation-based
RFF features. The signal derivation and envelope oper-
ations make RFF features in the signal more prominent
and easy to extract, which is effective for LFM signal
identification.

• We verify the effectiveness of the proposed scheme on
three real radars spanning four operation modes with
6,000 pulses per mode. Experimental results show that
the identification accuracy for four operation modes all
exceeds 90%, when SNR is about 5 dB. For Mode 3, the
identification rate can reach about 100% even at -10 dB.

Our previous work proposed the PCFD algorithm and the
hybrid RFF identification algorithm for LFM radars in single

mode [34]. This paper considerably extended and comple-
mented our previous work by investigating RFF-based radar
identification with multiple modes. Furthermore, we conducted
more comprehensive experiments in four modes of three real
radars (24,000 pulses in total) to evaluate our approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related work. Section III introduces the system
model. Section IV and Section V present our mode classifica-
tion algorithm and denoising algorithm, respectively. Section
VI describes the hybrid RFF identification algorithm. Section
VII shows the performance evaluation of the proposed scheme.
Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Classic radar identification describes a radar using the so-
called pulse descriptor word (PDW), which includes pulse
repetition interval, angle of arrival, pulse width, etc [14]. It
aims to determine the number of present radar emitters and
classify incoming pulses according to emitters. However, in
modem radar systems, more sophisticated signal waveforms
have been adopted and using PDW only may not be suffi-
cient to separate those received pulses [14]. Then, intrapulse
modulation features are used to further improve the radar
identification capability. Liu et al. presented a time-frequency
analysis based method to identify four typical modulations
in the radar signal [35]. Similarly, Guo et al. designed a
scheme based on the main ridge slice of ambiguity function to
identify six modulations of radar signals [36]. However, there
are scenarios where the radar modulations are the same, which
results in the identification of a specific radar impossible.

RFF is a promising identification solution for devices with
exactly the same parameters and modulations, which has been
investigated in various wireless systems, such as ZigBee [37],
WiFi [38], RFID [39], etc. Deep learning has been demon-
strated to be effective in RFF and signal recognition [40]–
[43]. The convolutional neural network (CNN)-based methods
are employed for automatic modulation recognition, which
achieved a good classification capability [41], [42]. Yu et al.
exhibited a good RFF identification performance for ZigBee
devices with a multi-sampling convolutional neural network
(MSCNN) [43]. However, deep learning-based methods re-
quire a large amount of training data sets and need retrain-
ing whenever a new device is added. It is computationally
intensive and difficult to achieve in some scenarios, such as
identifying non-cooperative devices.

Other existing RFF technologies can be divided into
transient-based and modulation-based RFF methods.
Transient-based RFF is extracted from turn-on/off signals [25],
[44]. Dong et al. simulated four kinds of radar pulses and
achieved 98.8% identification accuracy by extracting the
transient signal envelopes as RFF [45]. However, the
modeling of the simulated transient signal is empirical, which
may not match the actual pulse accurately. Modulation-
based RFF methods focus on steady-state signals, which
includes abundant RFF features, such as frequency offset [23]
and amplifier non-linearity [46]. For radar identification,
Świercz et al. utilized the wavelet transform to identify radars
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and attain a 100% classification accuracy [21]. However,
this simulation work only considered different slopes in
steady-state signal as the RFF features but did not involve
any real data. Aubry et al. extracted pulse’s cumulants as
the RFF features from the steady-state part of the pulse [47].
However, not all types of radars meet their assumptions
(the signal is a zero-mean discrete time complex stationary
stationary random process), such as LFM radars. In addition,
the operation mode recognition is also a key part in the radar
RFF identification. D’Agostino et al. explored the specific
radar identification with three different operation modes [17],
[18]. However, the number of experimental pulses in each
mode is only 20.

This paper aims to bridge the above gaps by proposing a
robust RFF identification scheme for LFM radars that operate
under multi-mode and low SNR conditions. The performance
will be validated by extensive experimental data.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Besides its adoption in radar, LFM is also commonly used
in the field of IoT, namely LoRa [48], and sonar [49]. A LFM
pulse with a normalized amplitude during the interval of [0, T ]
can be written as

sRF (t) = exp(j2π(f + 0.5µt)t+ ϕ) exp(j2πf ct) + ZRF (t),

0 ≤ t ≤ T, (1)

where f , µ, ϕ, f c, T represent the initial frequency, chirp rate,
initial phase, carrier frequency and pulse width of the received
pulse, respectively, ZRF (t) is the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance σ2. The initial
phase ϕ is random and non-configurable in a real radar system.
A LFM pulse is thus actually determined by four modulation
parameters, namely f, µ, f c, T .

In the real hardware, each of the above parameter consists
of the ideal value and the deviation, which can be given as

f = f0 + fF , (2)
µ = µ0 + µF , (3)
f c = f c0 + f cF , (4)
T = T0 + TF , (5)

where the subscripts (·)0 and (·)F denote the ideal value and
deviated feature of the parameter, respectively. The deviation
is resulted from the manufacturing imperfection and cannot be
entirely eliminated, which is the RFF that we aim to extract.

The configured ideal parameters of the considered radar
dataset are given in Table I. Each setup is termed as an
operation mode of the radar. When the radar is configured
with a specific mode, it will affect the hardware features. For
example, the bandwidth of the LFM signal can be given as

BW = µT. (6)

The varying bandwidth will affect the residing RFF features.
A robust RFF-based identification scheme for multi-mode

LFM pulse radars is thus designed, which includes three parts
and illustrated in Fig. 1. A DRC algorithm will first classify
the operation modes of the received pulses. Since the initial

TABLE I
RADAR OPERATION MODE.

Mode f0 (MHz) µ0 (MHz/µs) T0 (µs) fc0 (MHz)
Mode 1 0 2/100 100 255
Mode 2 0 2/300 300 255
Mode 3 0 4/100 100 255
Mode 4 0 4/300 300 255

Operation Mode 

Classification

(DRC algorithm)

Denoising

(PCFD algorithm) Hybrid RFF 

Identification

Pulses

Modes

Received 

Pulses

Fig. 1. System model of the RFF-based identification scheme.

frequency f and carrier frequency f c cannot be estimated
separately at the receiver without prior information, their sum
fe is estimated instead. Thus, the following three parameters,

Θ = [fe, µ, T ], (7)

are used for operation mode classification. The second part is
the denoising algorithm named PCFD, which provides SNR-
enhanced pulses for the hybrid RFF identification module
while keeping the RFF features intact. Finally, a hybrid RFF
identification algorithm is proposed including both transient-
based and modulation-based RFF features. Their details will
be explained in Section IV, V and VI, respectively.

IV. OPERATION MODE CLASSIFICATION USING DRC
RFF features are always related to the signal forms [15],

[17]. Pulses with different modulation parameters, such as the
pulse width, may have different dimensions of RFF feature
vector and affect the RFF identification. Hence, it is necessary
to classify the received LFM pulses into different operation
modes before extracting the RFF features. Thus, we designed
an operation mode classification algorithm named DRC, which
can not only dynamically establish and update operation mode
library, but also periodically refine the library (clear the
interference pulses). The flow chart is illustrated in Fig. 2 and
the detailed process is given in Algorithm 1.

A. Pulse Parameter Estimation

When receiving the i-th LFM pulse sRFi (t), we estimate its
parameters, Θi = [fei , µi, Ti], in line 4 of Algorithm 1. fei and
µi can be calculated by fast Fourier transform (FFT) and frac-
tional Fourier transform (FrFT) algorithms [50], respectively.

Regarding Ti, it can be obtained by searching the start
and end points of the signal based on the signal amplitude.
However, since the LFM signal is an oscillating waveform,
a plurality of points will be obtained when detecting the
amplitude of the original signal, which means the pulse width
cannot be accurately detected. Therefore, we first detect the
envelope of the received pulse as

s̃RFi (t) = |sRFi (t)|, (8)

where |·| means taking the absolute value. Then, we normalize
it and find two sampling points with amplitude 0.5 (-6 dB) on
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of the mode classification algorithm (DRC algorithm).

the normalized envelope s̃RFi (t), which are t1i and t2i . They
are the arrival time of pulse rising edge and pulse falling edge,
respectively. Ti can then be given as

Ti = t2i − t1i . (9)

B. Operation Mode Classification

Before the first pulse arrives (i = 1), the library is empty.
We thus create the first operation mode M1 and push the
pulse signal sRF1 (t) and its parameters Θ1 into it, M1 =
{[sRF1 (t)], [Θ1]}, as shown in line 7.

When a new pulse is detected, i.e., i 6= 1, based on the
similarity comparison, the pulse will be assigned to an existing
mode or a new mode will be created.

The similarity comparison is carried out by comparing
normalized Θi with all existing operation modes in the library
L, which can be mathematically given as

D(n) =ED(Θi,Mn{Θ}), n = 1, 2, · · · , Nm (10)

where Mn{Θ} is the pulse parameter set of n-th mode
Mn, ED(·, ·) represents the mean of the Euclidean distance
between the one sample and all samples in a set, Nm denotes
the number of existing operation modes. Afterward, we can
find out the closest mode by

Imin = arg min
n
D(n),

Dmin = D(Imin),
(11)

where Imin is the corresponding index to Dmin, as given in
line 11. When Dmin < γ, the pulse sRFi (t) and its parameters
Θi should be put into the existing mode MImin . Otherwise, a
new operation mode, MNm+1 = {[sRFi (t)], [Θi]}, should be
created.

The threshold γ should satisfy

γp < γ < γm, (12)

Algorithm 1 DRC algorithm
Input:

sRFi (t), The LFM pulse signal;
γ, The distance threshold;
Nw, The length of observation window;
λ, The threshold of deleting interference pulse mode.

Output:
Operation mode library L.
{Initialization}

1: Set pulse index i = 0;
2: Set number of modes Nm = 0;

{Mode Classification}
3: while sRFi (t) 6= null do
4: Parameters Estimation, sRFi (t): Θi = [fei , µi, Ti];
5: i = i+ 1;
6: if i = 1 then
7: Create the first mode: M1 = {[sRF1 (t)], [Θ1]};
8: Nm = Nm + 1;
9: else

10: Compare with existing modes
D(n) = ED(Θi,Mn{Θ}), n = 1, 2, · · · , Nm;

11: Imin = arg minnD(n), Dmin = D(Imin);
12: if Dmin < γ then
13: Assign sRFi (t) and Θi into mode MImin .
14: else
15: Create a new mode: MNm+1 = {[sRFi (t)], [Θi]};
16: Nm = Nm + 1;
17: end if
18: end if
19: if i mod Nw == 0 then
20: break;
21: end if
22: end while

{Library Refinement}
23: for n = 1 : Nm do
24: if pulse number of Mn ≤ λ then
25: Delete mode Mn from the library L;
26: Nm = Nm − 1;
27: end if
28: end for
29: return L = [M1,M2, · · · ,MNm

].

where γm represent the minimum distance between all target
modes (the modes expected to be classified) and γp is the
maximum difference between the pulse signals within the
same target mode caused by RFFs, calculation errors and other
factors.

C. Library Self-Refinement

There may be interference pulses, caused by pulse superpo-
sition, pulse truncation, complex electromagnetic environment
effects, etc. They should be assigned to interference modes,
which brings a negative impact to radar identification. The
library is thus self-refined whenever the observation window
ends by clearing the operation modes whose pulses number are
less than the threshold of deleting interference pulse mode, λ.
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The length of observation window Nw and the threshold λ
are two related parameters, which should satisfy

PI <
λ

Nw
< PT , (13)

where PI indicates the proportion of the maximum pulse
number of the interference modes (the operation modes consist
of interference pulses) in the total pulse number, PT indicates
the proportion of the minimum pulse number of the target
modes in the total pulse number.

Finally, we define three parameters, the ratio of correctly
classified target pulse RT , the ratio of correctly deleted
interference pulses RI and the number of modes that ulti-
mately exist in the library NL, to evaluate the performance
of this algorithm. The ideal values of them are RT = 100%,
RI = 100% and NL equals the number of target modes.

For other types of radars, the proposed DRC algorithm is
also applicable, as long as the parameters set Θ is replaced by
the modulation parameters corresponding to the input pulses.

V. DENOISING USING PCFD

RFF identification is sensitive to noise because severe noise
will submerge RFF features. Hence, it is necessary to reduce
the noise effect of the received pulse before RFF extraction.
We propose a denoising algorithm for LFM pulses based on
piecewise curve fitting, named PCFD, which consists of two
parts, signal preprocessing and piecewise curve fitting.

A. Signal Preprocessing

The pulse signal SRF (t) is down-converted with respect
to frequency fe that is estimated in the DRC algorithm. The
process can be given as

s(t) =sRF (t) exp(−j2πfet)
= exp(j2π(∆f + 0.5µt)t+ ϕ) + Z(t),

= exp(jξ(t)t+ ϕ) + Z(t) (14)
0 ≤ t ≤ T,

where ∆f = fF +f cF +fδ represents the frequency offset and
fδ = fe − (f c0 + f0) is the estimation error, Z(t) is the noise
after digital down-conversion, which is still the AWGN with
zero mean and variance σ2, and

ξ(t) = 2π(∆f + 0.5µt), (15)

which contains all frequency related RFF features, including
fF , f

c
F in ∆f and µF in µ.

We then consider the in-phase component of s(t) as the
example. The sampled version can be given as

y(tn) = cos
(
ξ(tn)tn + ϕ

)
+ z(tn)

n =1, 2, · · · , bTfsc ,
(16)

where fs is the sampling frequency, tn = nfs, z(tn) is the in-
phase component of Z(t), and b·c represent the floor function.

Algorithm 2 PCFD Algorithm
Input:

y(tn), LFM pulse signal;
∆f , Estimated frequency offset;
µ, Chirp rate;
fs, Sampling frequency.

Output:
yf (tn), The fitted signal.
{Initialization}

1: Initialize the piece number k = 0;
2: Initialize the length of signal that has been fitted, lk = 0;
3: Ny = length(y(tn));
4: Set Np

0 = 0;
{Signal fitting}

5: while lk ≤ Ny do
6: k = k + 1;

7: lk =
k−1∑
i=0

Np
i ;

8: fpk = ∆f + 0.5µtlk ;
9: Np

k = fs/f
p
k ;

10: Get one piece signal of y(tn),
yk(tn) = cos

(
ξ(tn)tn + ϕ

)
+ zk(tn),

n = lk + 1, lk + 2, · · · , lk +Np
k ;

11: Get the fitted signal yfk (tn) of yk(tn);
12: end while
13: return the completed fitted signal

yf = [yf1 , y
f
2 , · · · , y

f
K ].

B. Piecewise Curve Fitting

The signal y(tn) is firstly split into multiple pieces based on
the signal waveform period. Each piece is then fitted with ref-
erence to the three parameter sine wave curvefit algorithm [33].
The detailed process is explained in Algorithm 2.

The piecewise process is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The signal y(tn) is divided into K pieces, namely
[y1, y2, · · · , yk, · · · , yK ]. The k-th piece signal yk(tn)
is expressed as

yk(tn) = cos
(
ξ(tn)tn + ϕpk

)
+ zk(tn),

n = lk + 1, lk + 2, · · · , lk +Np
k ,

(17)

where

Np
k = fs/fpk (18)

represents the signal length of the k-th signal piece,

fpk = ∆f + 0.5µtlk (19)

refers to the frequency of the start point of the piece signal,
and ϕpk is the initial phase of this signal piece,

lk =

k−1∑
i=0

Np
i , N

p
0 = 0 (20)

indicates the length of the previous k − 1 signal pieces.
Then, we start the process of fitting signal yk(tn), as shown

in line 11. Each piece signal contains one waveform period,
which has only a small frequency variation, it can thus be
approximated as a sine wave signal. Therefore, according to
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Fig. 3. The schematic diagram of the signal piecewise ( y(tn) is LFM signal,
yk is the k-th piece signal, fpk is the frequency of the start point of yk , and
Np

k is the length of yk).

the three parameter sine wave curvefit algorithm in [33], the
fitted solution of the k-th piece can be written as

yfk (tn) =A cos
(
ξ (tn) tn + θ

)
+ C

=Aα (tn) +Bβ (tn) + C,

A =
√
A2 +B2,

θ =

{
tan−1

(−B
A

)
if A ≥ 0

tan−1
(−B
A

)
+ π if A < 0

n =lk + 1, lk + 2, , · · · , lk +Nk
p ,

(21)

where α (tn) = cos
(
ξ (tn) tn

)
, β (tn) = sin

(
ξ (tn) tn

)
. ξ(tn)

can be obtained based on the frequency offset ∆f and the
chirp rate µ estimated by the FrFT algorithms [50].

A,B,C are the variables to be determined during the fitting
process. Then we search for the suitable set of Ak, Bk, Ck to
minimize the sum of squared residuals as below [33]

Ak, Bk, Ck = arg min
A,B,C

lk+N
p
k∑

n=lk+1

[
yk(tn)− yfk (tn)

]2
. (22)

Finally, Ak, Bk, Ck are calculated as

Ak =
AN
AD

, Bk =
BN
BD

, Ck = yk −Akα−Bkβ, (23)

where

AN =
w7−ykw2

w4−βw2

−w8−ykw3

w6−βw3

, AD=
w5−αw2

w4−βw2

−w4−αw3

w6−βw3

,

BN =
w7−ykw2

w5−αw2
−w8−ykw3

w4−αw3
, BD=

w4−βw2

w5−αw2
−w6−βw3

w4−αw3
,

yk=
1

Np
k

w1, α =
1

Np
k

w2, β =
1

Np
k

w3

(24)

and

w1 =

lk+N
p
k∑

n=lk+1

yk(tn), w2 =

lk+N
p
k∑

n=lk+1

α(tn),

w3 =

lk+N
p
k∑

n=lk+1

β(tn), w4 =

lk+N
p
k∑

n=lk+1

α(tn)β(tn),

w5 =

lk+N
p
k∑

n=lk+1

α(tn)2, w6 =

lk+N
p
k∑

n=lk+1

β(tn)2,

w7 =

lk+N
p
k∑

n=lk+1

yk(tn)α(tn), w8 =

lk+N
p
k∑

n=lk+1

yk(tn)β(tn).

(25)

The fitted signal of yk(tn) can be written as

yfk (tn) = Ak cos
(
ξ(tn)tn + θk

)
+ Ck,

Ak =
√
A2
k +B2

k,

θk =

tan−1
(
−Bk

Ak

)
ifAk ≥ 0

tan
(
−Bk

Ak

)
+ π ifAk < 0,

(26)

When the fitting results are accurate, Ak ≈ 1, θk ≈ ϕpk and
Ck equal to the mean of zk(tn). Theoretically, the mean of an
AWGN is zero. However, zk(tn) in one signal piece is not a
standard AWGN and there may be some noise left, especially
when the original signal has low SNR. Thus, we have

yfk (tn) = cos
(
ξ(tn)tn + ϕ) + zk(tn), (27)

where zk(tn) represent the residual noise.
Each signal piece will be fitted by the above process. The

complete fitted signals can be obtained by concatenating all
the fitted signals yfk as

yf (tn) = [yf1 , y
f
2 , · · · , y

f
K ] ≈ cos

(
ξ(tn)tn + ϕ

)
+ zc(tn),

n = 1, 2, · · · , bTfsc , (28)

where zc(tn) represents the residual noise caused by the mean
of the noise, zk(tn), in each signal piece, which is much
smaller than the original noise. The RFF features, including
fF , µF , f cF and TF in fitted signal yf (tn), remain unchanged
compared with the original signal y(tn).

VI. HYBRID RFF IDENTIFICATION

This section presents a hybrid RFF identification algorithm,
which is divided into three steps, namely signal transforma-
tion, RFF feature extraction, and identification.

A. Signal Transformation

We designed a signal transformation to make RFF features
more prominent and easy to extract. Both the original and
fitted signals are processed for the sake of comparison.

Firstly, the derivative of the fitted signal can be given as

yf
′
(tn) =

dyf (tn)

dtn
≈− sin

(
2π(∆f + 0.5µtn)tn + ϕ

)
×
(
2π(∆f + µtn)

)
+ zc′(tn),

(29)
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Fig. 4. The envelopes of the derivatives of the pulses, ỹ′(tn), from three
radars.

where zc′(tn) represents the derivative of zc(tn). The deriva-
tive of signal y(tn) can be written as

y′(tn) =
dy(tn)

dtn
=− sin

(
2π(∆f + 0.5µtn)tn + ϕ

)
×
(
2π(∆f + µtn)

)
+ z′(tn),

(30)

where z′(tn) is the derivative of z(tn).
We then obtained the envelopes of yf ′(tn) and y′(tn) by

Hilbert transform [51] (H[·]), which can be given as

ỹf
′
(tn) =|yf ′(tn) + jH[yf

′
(tn)]|, (31)

ỹ′(tn) =|y(tn) + jH[y(tn)]|. (32)

When ignoring the interference of the noise, the theoretical
expression of the envelope signals, ỹf ′(tn) and ỹ(tn) are
calculated as

Γ(tn) = 2π(∆f + µtn), n = 1, 2, · · · , bTfsc . (33)

The RFF features related parameters, ∆f, µ, T , studied in this
paper correspond to the parameters of Γ(tn). The frequency
offset, chirp rate and pulse width corresponds to the y-
intercept, slope, and length of Γ(tn), respectively.

Finally, since this paper focuses on the trend of envelope
signals ỹf ′(tn) and ỹ′(tn), the moving average are used to
further reduce the effects of signal glitch and the normalization
is used to eliminate the effects of received signal power
change.

B. RFF Feature Extraction

Fig. 4 illustrates an example of the envelops of the actual
pulses’ derivatives, ỹ′(tn), from three radars operating at Mode
1. There are differences in the slope and length of the three
curves, which is consistent with the above analysis about the
RFF in (33). In addition, it shows that the envelopes signal
can be divided into 3 stages.
• Stage 1 refers to the radar turn-on transient when the

signal power rises from zero to the rated power.
• Stage 2 refers to the radar’s stable operation period when

the signal is maintained at a rated power.

• Stage 3 refers to the radar turn-off transient when the
signal power drops from the rated power to zero.

The midpoints of stages 1 and 3 are the arrival time of pulse
rising edge, t1i , and pulse falling edge t2i , respectively, which
have been calculated in (9). After setting a suitable interval
width, stages 1 and 3 can be extracted conveniently. Then, the
rest of the pulse is stage 2.

The signals of stages 1 and 3 are the transient signals, which
contain the transient-based RFFs of the radar emitter. Since
transient signals are difficult to express with mathematical
formulas, the distortion caused by hardware imperfections
on transient signals (transient-based RFF) is difficult to be
theoretically expressed. However, transient-based RFF can be
effectively reflected by the transient signal envelope [25], [44].
To further prove this point of view, we exemplifies the stage
1 and stage 3 of the envelopes of the pulses’ derivatives in
Fig. 5. It can be seen that the envelopes of three pulses of
each radar have the same trend of change. However, there
are clear differences among different radars in both stage
1 and stage 3, especially the steepness of the rise or fall.
Therefore, we sampled the envelope of the stage 1 and get
FrT = [pr1, p

r
2, · · · , prN1

], and sampled the envelope of the stage
3 and get FdT = [pd1, p

d
2, · · · , pdN3

]. The transient-based RFF
features, FT , are thus constructed as

FT =[FrT ,F
d
T ]. (34)

Stage 2 is the steady-state signal that contains the RFFs
of frequency offset, chirp rate and pulse width, as analyzed
in (33). We divided the envelope signal in stage 2 evenly into
multiple slices, i.e., {ηi}, i = 1, 2, ..., N2. The modulation-
based RFF features, FM , are composed of the expectations of
the slices, give as

FM =[E(η1), E(η2), · · · , E(ηN2
)], (35)

where E(·) indicates the expectation operation.
Finally, the hybrid RFF features vector F is given as

F =[FT , FM ] (36)

C. RFF Identification

RFF identification usually involves a training stage and an
identification stage. During the training stage, the RFF feature
library is established by obtaining reference RFF features,
Fref , from verified radars. Since the RFF feature is related to
the signal form, we need to build the RFF feature libraries for
each operation modes. Then, in the identification stage, pulses
with different operation modes should be identified with the
corresponding RFF feature library.

The identification is carried out by calculating the minimum
Mahalanobis distance (MH(·, ·)) between the reference RFF
features in the library and the RFF features of the received
LFM signals, which can be given as

Lr = arg min
L

MH
(
Fref (L),F(Lt)

)
, (37)

where L is the radar label of the pulses in the library, Lt is
the true radar label of the received LFM pulse to be identified
(it is not known in practical applications, but is known in the
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Fig. 5. Comparsion of the envelopes of the pulses’ derivatives, ỹ′(tn), from three radars in stage 1 and stage 3.

experiment for evaluating algorithm performance) and Lr is
the result. When Lt = Lr and the Mahalanobis distance is
less than the threshold Dth,

MH
(
Fref (Lr),F(Lt)

)
< Dth, (38)

the identification is correct. Otherwise, there is a wrong
identification when Lt 6= Lr or Lt is identified as a rogue
device when distance is greater than the threshold Dth.

Here, we define the identification accuracy rate ζ as

ζ =
NT
NAll

(39)

where NAll is the number of received pulses and NT is the
number of correctly identified pulses.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Radar Data-sets
We investigated LFM pulses from three real radars (same

model with different serial number), NR = 3; each pulse may
operate at one of the four modes, NM = 4, listed in Table I.
We collected 2,000 pulses from each mode of each radar;
hence, we collected NS = 2, 000 ∗ 3 ∗ 4 = 24, 000 pulses
in total. The collected pulses are signals directly transmitted
by the target radar rather than reflected signals Oversampling
rate is 2.5 times the maximum frequency of the LFM pulses.

1) Artificial Interference Pulse: Since there were no in-
terference pulses in the collected datasets, we deliberately
added some interference pulses in the mode classification
experiments to evaluate the anti-interference ability of our
DRC algorithm. We randomly selected 2,400 pulses from the
datasets and generated interference pulses by cutting them
off, superimposing them or changing their parameters, etc.,
for the purpose of emulating different types of interference
pulses. Finally, the raw dataset and the artificially generated
interference pulses were randomly shuffled. The entire dataset
then would have 26,400 pulses.

2) Additive Noise: For the RFF identification experiments,
500 pulses from each radar were used for training and the
remaining 1,500 pulses from each radar were test set. Since
the original dataset was obtained under high SNR conditions,
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) was added by MAT-
LAB to evaluate the noise effect. We used MATLAB-SNR
(MANR) to represent the level of the added AWGN in this
paper, which is defined as the power of the received signal to
that of the added AWGN. In the experiment, the MSNR was
set as {-15, -10, -5, ..... , 20, 25} dB.

3) Parameters Setting: There are three parameters in DRC
algorithm that need to be set. The first is the distance threshold
of mode classification, γ, which should satisfy γp < γ < γm
in (12). Next are two related parameters in (13), the length
of observation window Nw and the threshold of deleting
interference pulse mode λ. However, in the absence of prior
information, the upper and lower bounds of γ and λ

Nw
are

generally not available in practical applications. They need
to be estimated based on the statistical characteristics of the
received pulses. In this paper, the γ was configured as an
empirical values, γ = 0.1, the Nw was fix as Nw = 500, and
λ was changed in the interval of [1, 120] with the step of 1
to analyze the impact of λ

Nw
on mode classification.

B. Performance of Operation Mode Classification Using DRC

The purpose of the DRC algorithm is to accurately classify
the four target operation modes with the randomly shuffled
input pulses and effectively remove all interference pulses.

Fig. 6 shows the impact of the threshold λ on the ratio
of correctly classified target pulse RT , the ratio of correctly
deleted interference pulses RI and the number of modes that
ultimately exist in the library NL.
• When 1 ≤ λ < 8, RT is stable at 100%, RI goes from

0 to 100%, NL is more than 4. This phenomenon means
the target pulses (pulses belonging to the target operation
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Fig. 6. Impact of the threshold, λ, on mode classification results.

modes) are all correctly classified. However, the inter-
ference pulses are not cleaned up as many interference
pulses are wrongly judged as target pulses and pushed
into a new mode.

• When 91 < λ ≤ 120, RT decreases rapidly from 100%
to 9.08%, RI is stable at 100% and NL goes from 4 to
2. It is because that the interference pulses are cleaned
up while some target pulses are deleted incorrectly.

• Only in the interval of 8 ≤ λ ≤ 91, these parameters,
RT , RI and NL, are stable at ideal values, which points
out that the values of λ in this interval are reasonable.

In this paper, most artificial interference pulses have a large
distance, so maximum number of pulses in the interference
mode is considered to be less than 100. Then, according to that
the minimum pulse number of the target modes is 6,000 and
total pulses number is 26,400, (13) can be written as 100

26400 <
λ
Nw

< 6000
26400 , which is 4 < λ < 113. Experimental results are

basically consistent with this theoretical result. One reason for
the small difference between them may be that the input pulses
were not completely randomly shuffled within an observation
window. Therefore, in the practical applications, the setting of
the λ needs to take into account that the left and right limits
of the theoretical interval may move toward the middle.

Fig. 7 shows the performance of the dynamic process of
refining operation mode library. The target mode represents
the operation mode consisting of the pulses to be identified,
and the interference mode means the mode caused by the
interference pulses (for clarity, only three interference modes
are shown in this figure). In the beginning, when input pulse
is 0, there is no existing mode in the library. As the input
pulses arrives, the pulse will be assigned to an existing mode
or be created as a new mode. Whenever the number of input
pulses is an integer multiple of the observation window (500
in this paper), the algorithm refines the library by comparing
the pulse number of each existing mode and the threshold λ.
Take the interval [0, 500] as an example, the pulse number of
target mode and interference mode increases as the input pulse
arrives within the observation window. When the number of
input pulses is 500, all interference mode are cleared while
the target mode continues to grow.
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Fig. 7. The dynamic process of library self-refinement.

C. Performance of Denoising Using PCFD

Fig. 8 presents the fitting and denoising effect of the PCFD
algorithm when it is applied to the pulses. In order to show the
denoising performance, we deliberately created a noisy version
of the original signal y(tn) by adding a 5 dB noise. We then
carried out the PCFD algorithm to the noisy signal. As can be
observed in Fig. 8, the fitted signal is very smooth compared
to the noisy signal, which means that noise suppression is
effective. In addition, the original signal and the fitted signal
match well for the entire pulse, which demonstrates that the
signal fitting does not destroy the information in the original
signal. The presence of some glitches, e.g., in Fig. 8c, reflects
the existence of residual noise, which however only has a very
small effect on the fitted signal.

Fig. 9 further shows the fitting effect by comparing the
envelopes of the derivatives of the original signal and the
fitted signal, ỹ′(tn) and ỹf

′
(tn). They are almost identical

in all stages, which indicates that the PCFD algorithm does
not destroy the RFF information of the original pulse.

Fig. 10 demonstrates the denoising performance of the
PCFD algorithm. The envelope of the actual pulse’s derivative
is gradually overwhelmed by noise. In particular, when MSNR
= 10 dB, the rising and falling stages of the envelope are hard
to be detected and the curve in the modulation stage also has
severe burrs. It is thus very difficult to extract the RFF features
accurately in such a bad condition. Therefore, denoising is
necessary to be performed before the RFF extraction. Regard-
ing the envelopes after the PCFD algorithm, the fitted signals,
ỹf
′
(tn), match well with the original signal when MSNR is

above 0 dB. Therefore, the RFF features extracted from the
fitted signals under different MSNR are almost identical. In
other words, the RFF library established under an appropriate
SNR can be applied to different SNR scenarios. When the
MSNR is 0 dB the envelope changes a lot because the residual
noise of the fitted pulse, zc(tn), significantly increases, and
thus the RFF information is also damaged.

D. Performance of RFF Identification

Fig. 11 shows the identification performance under different
modes using hybrid RFF. We also compared the performance
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the noisy signal y(tn), 5 dB, the fitted signal yf (tn), and the original recorded signal y(tn).
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Fig. 9. The envelopes of the derivatives of the recorded signal and the fitted
signal, ỹ′(tn) and ỹf ′(tn).
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Fig. 10. The envelopes of the fitted pulses’ derivatives, ỹf ′(tn), at different
MSNRs. The envelopes of unfitted signals, ỹ′(tn).

for pulses with mixed modes, i.e., without mode classification.
We established multiple libraries with different SNR levels,
and then selected the corresponding library for the test phase
according to the SNR of the received pulse for radar identi-
fication. In this way, we maintained the same SNR between
the train and test pulses. As can be calculated from Table I,
the bandwidth of Mode 3 and Mode 4 is 4 MHz while the
bandwidth of Mode 1 and Mode 2 is 2 MHz. It can be seen that
our RFF-based radar identification scheme works well in four
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Fig. 11. The identification rates of different modes at MSNRs from -15 dB
to 25 dB.

operation modes when the pulses were classified into different
modes. Mode 3 and Mode 4 maintain a 100% identification
rate when MSNR ≥ 0 dB. Because Mode 1 and Mode 2 has
a smaller bandwidth than that of Mode 3 and Mode 4, the
overall identification performance of them are not as good
as that of Modes 3 and Mode 4. The larger bandwidth of
the pulse, the wider working range of the device hardware
component. In contrast, the identification rate without mode
classification is not ideal in all SNR scenarios. Therefore, it
could be concluded that the mode classification is necessary
and our proposed radar identification scheme is useful for
multi-mode radar identification.

Fig. 12 presents the identification rates when using different
RFF features, taking Mode 4 as an example. Both transient-
based (FT ) and modulation-based RFF (FM ) behave well
while the hybrid RFF (F) identification performs best. Even
if the MSNR is as low as 0 dB, the identification accuracy
is 100%. However, when the PCFD algorithm is not applied,
i.e., the pulses are affected by noise, the identification rate is
quite low, because the noise overwhelms RFF information at
low SNR. In addition, the derivative operation amplifies noise
effect, and further blurs the small RFF features. The compar-
ison shows that our proposed PCFD algorithm performs well
in denoising without destroying RFF features.

Fig. 13 shows the identification rate of four modes when the
MSNR of the library is 20 dB, but the MSNR of the test data
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Fig. 12. The identification rates of different RFF features used at MSNRs from
-15 dB to 25 dB. (F: hybrid RFF, FT : transient-based RFF, FM : modulation-
based RFF, FNP : hybrid RFF without PCFD algorithm).
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Fig. 13. The identification rates of different modes at MSNRs from -15 dB
to 25 dB, when the MSNR of library is 20 dB.

is changing from -15 dB to 25 dB. The hybrid RFF features
and PCFD algorithm are used in this experiment. The overall
identification performance is not as good as that in Fig. 11.
However, it also has an acceptable identification accuracy
(higher than 95%) in high SNR (MSNR ≥ 10 dB) scenarios.
The results suggest that the radar RFF library constructed at
the appropriate SNR can meet the identification requirements
in various SNR scenarios. This is a significant advantage for
practical engineering applications, as it is not easy to build a
radar RFF library containing all SNR scenarios in an actual
radar identification application.

Table II compares our results with the existing methods [17],
[21], [47], [52]. Regarding the comparison with the meth-
ods focusing on single mode radar identification [21], [47],
[52], our scheme obtains the same greatest identification rate,
ζ = 100% in high SNR scenarios and a superior performance
when SNR is low. For the research of LFM signals in [21], its
identification accuracy decreases to 52% when MSNR = 6 dB,
while our Mode 3 maintains at 100% even when MSNR = -5
dB, and declines to approximately 77.6% until MSNR drops
to -15 dB. By contrast with the studies on real radar data in

[47] and [52], our scheme shows better performance with the
same number of radars, a larger sample set, and lower SNR.
Our method achieves the same best identification rate, ζ =
100%, even when MSNR = -5 dB. Regarding the research
of multi-mode radar, [17] only studied the classification of
two radars with three modes (20 pulses per mode). Their
work does not give clear classification data. Therefore, we
estimate its recognition rate according to its RFF feature
distribution figures. Comparing with it, our scheme behaves
well in both the best performance mode (Mode 3) and the
worst performance mode (Mode 1). However, considering
the factors of the radar number, samples size and SNR, the
comprehensive performance of our paper is superior to it. In
conclusion, big sample size collected from real muli-mode
radars and excellent accuracy suggest that our scheme are more
meaningful for practical applications.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper designed a robust RFF-based identification
scheme for multi-mode LFM radar. Firstly, a DRC algorithm
was proposed to classify pulses into different operation modes
since RFF features are always related to the signal form. Then,
we presented a denoising algorithm, PCFD, which is effective
for noise suppression without disrupting RFF features. Finally,
we have addressed the problem of RFF-based radar identi-
fication based on both transient-based and modulation-based
RFF features extracted from the envelope of the derivative
of the signal. A minimum Mahalanobis distance classifier
has been used to identify specific radar emitters with the
same mode. Experiments based on three real radars operating
in four modes with a total of 24,000 pulses demonstrated
that our proposed radar identification scheme performs well.
Especially, it shows excellent identification accuracy in Mode
3 of which identification rate is almost 100% even when the
MSNR is -10 dB. Our future work will further improve the
practicality of the scheme by increasing the number of target
radars and the complexity of the operation modes. We will
also investigate the influence of the multipath channel on radar
identification.
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